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Full Movie | Bawara Dil AWARA (2012) : THE BOX - IMDb (
Play Trailer | More) | ChaalbaazBangla: Bawara Dil MDMovies (Full Movie) (HD ) About Bawara Dil: Bawara Dil is
a Bengali drama film. Directed by Anjan Guha and produced
by Ravindra Chatterjee. The film features Jeet, Jeet, Jeet,
Jeet, Jeet, Jeet and Shamim Ahmed. The film released on 16
August 2012. In this film Jeet and Shamim Ahmed are
playing the lead roles. The film is based on the short story
of the same name by Syed Mustafa Siraj. The film received
Â£3600 which was used as a startup for the film production.
The total budget was. Six copies of the film were released
on local television. After 6 months the remaining four were
sold as videos. The film consists of five sequences: Bawara
Dil, Jhapo Jamindar, Kali Bari, Niabi Ghuri and Jaho. However
after its release, the film did not receive any awards nor
critical recognition. The score for the film was composed by
Indraneil Sengupta. The lyrics for the film were written by
Pooshaker Bitter. A DVD version of the movie was released
in 2012. The Box - IMDb kali bari soundtrack bawara dil
soundtrack kali bari soundtrack The Box - IMDb kali bari
track mp3 Bestporn4u.info offers free full movies from the
best studios. From award winning directors to new startups, Bestporn4u.info collects the best streaming movies
and high quality trailers to introduce the latest movies to its
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thousands of members. We update our database every day
with hundreds of new and exciting movies so you won't
miss a thing. Use the HTML below to embed this movie onto
your web page. Find great deals on eBay for bawara dillang
and bawara dillang sokh gaan. Shop with confidence. Shop
Now Free bawara dillang mp3 songs
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